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Abstract
Shape Dynamics is a gauge theory based on spatial diffeomorphism-
and Weyl-invariance which is locally indistinguishable form classical
General Relativity. If taken seriously, it suggests that the spacetime–
geometry picture that underlies General Relativity can be replaced
by a picture based on spatial conformal geometry. This classically
well understood trading of gauge symmetries opens new conceptual
avenues in many approaches to quantum gravity. I focus on the gen-
eral implications for quantum gravity and effective field theory and
consider the application of the Shape Dynamics picture in the ex-
act renormalization group approaches to gravity, loop- and polymer-
quantization approaches to gravity and low energy effective field the-
ories. I also discuss the interpretation of known results through in the
Shape Dynamics picture, in particular holographic renormalization
and the problem of time in canonical quantum gravity.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important open problems in theoretical physics is posed by
the lack of a quantum theory of gravity. This lack has sparked a number
of ambitious research programs that are aimed at finding a quantum field
theory that contains general relativity as a classical limit. The vast majority
of attempts to quantize gravity are rooted in ideas about spacetime geometry.
This is motivated by the fact that classical General Relativity is a theory of
spacetime geometry, which is expected to arise as an effective field theory
of a more fundamental quantum theory of spacetime geometry. In fact, the
Einstein–Hilbert Lagrangian consists precisely of the two lowest dimensional
local operators R
√|g| and √|g|. These are precisely the operators that are,
by standard dimensional arguments, expected to be relevant at low energies,
making it very natural to think of General Relativity as a low energy effective
field theory of quantum spacetime geometry.
The nice picture of General Relativity as an effective field theory is ob-
scured by three puzzles. These are: (1) The dimensionless cosmological
constant is unnaturally fine tuned to be small but non-vanishing. (2) Four-
derivative operators are power-counting marginal in 3+1 dimensions. The
inclusion of 4-derivative operators changes the structure of the theory by
introducing additional degrees of freedom and some of these new degrees of
freedom threaten unitarity. (3) The conformal factor of the metric appears to
have a kinetic term with wrong sign. The perturbative non–renormizability
of the Einstein-Hilbert action and these three puzzles are commonly under-
stood as a hint that quantum gravity may require a rethinking of fundamental
principles that shape our current understanding of quantum field theory and
the nature of gravity.
The central idea of this contribution is based on the observation that the
same physical system admits many distinct mathematical descriptions, each
suggesting a different construction principle. In particular, in section 2, we
see that sets of gauge symmetries can be traded for one another and that
the physical interpretation of the dynamical degrees of freedom is subject
to reinterpretation. Having this symmetry trading in mind, we consider
in section 3 two sets of construction principles for General Relativity: the
familiar spacetime picture and the spatial conformal picture considered by
Barbour and collaborators [4, 6, 2, 3, 5, 7]. We then consider in section 4
a general mechanism that allows to trade gauge symmetries [21]. This is
possible because the canonical generators of gauge transformations are first
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class constraints, which require gauge fixing conditions to result in definite
evolution equations. If the gauge–fixing conditions can be chosen to be first
class as well, then one can switch the role of gauge generators and gauge
fixing conditions without changing any observable predictions of the system,
because observables of a gauge theory are by definition equivalence classes of
gauge–invariant phase space functions, where equivalence is defined through
coinciding on the surface where the constraints hold. This switch allows
one to trade one set of gauge transformations for another without changing
physical predictions.
It turns out that this symmetry trading mechanism can be used to trade
refoliation symmetry in the spacetime description for spatial Weyl-symmetry
[16]. This is shown in section 5. The physical predictions derived form the
resulting Shape Dynamics description of gravity are indistinguishable form
the predictions of the standard ADM description of gravity [30]. The ontology
of gravity is however changed into a theory of evolving spatial conformal
geometries. This Shape Dynamics description implements Mach’s principle
of relativity of local scale and of the relativity of a local frame of reference
in space and posses a preferred notion of simultaneity.
The Shape Dynamics description by itself does not change the theory of
gravity. Classical Shape Dynamics is locally indistinguishable form General
Relativity. The situation can, to an extent, be compared to the effect of
Special Relativity on Maxwell’s equations. Special Relativity does not change
the predictions of electromagnetism but it adds a new interpretation of the
equations in terms of the spacetime picture. This opened historically the door
for significant progress in theoretical physics. It is the hope that the spatial
conformal geometry picture opens the door for some progress in theoretical
physics as well, in particular for quantum gravity. This hope is founded
in the fact that the description of gravity as a dynamical theory of spatial
conformal geometry suggest new approaches to quantum gravity based on
spatial conformal geometry rather than spacetime geometry.
We start this exploration in section 6 by considering pure gravity on a
torus in 2+1 dimensions, which is a completely solvable system [32, 12]. We
consider in particular the interpretation of causal dynamical triangulation
simulations of the 2+1 torus universe. These are in complete agreement
with Shape Dynamics but not with the spacetime description of General
Relativity [10]. We caution however, because pure gravity on the torus in
2+1 dimensions is very special, as it is geodesic theory on Teichmu¨ller space.
One should thus be careful not to generalize observations from this model to
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full General Relativity in 3+1 dimensions, which is vastly more complicated.
Consequences of the Shape Dynamics description of General Relativity in
3+1 dimensions are discussed in section 7. We start with standard effective
field theory, in particular with the space of effective action functionals on
which exact renormalization group equations based on Shape Dynamics can
be formulated. This so–called theory space is usually defined by specifying a
field content, gauge symmetry principle and locality principle (for a review
of the application to gravity see [33]),. The Shape Dynamics description
specifies the field content as the spatial metric and the gauge symmetries as
spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial conformal transformations, rather than
a theory space based on spacetime geometry. This suggests a space of effec-
tive modified gravity theories that is similar to the modified gravity theories
motivated by Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity as introduced in [25].
Also in section 7, we consider the Loop- and polymer- quantization of
pure Shape Dynamics [29]. It turns out that one can construct a physical
Hilbert space for the theory. This is progress compared to approaches based
on the spacetime description of General Relativity. However, the complicated
structure of the Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian complicates the quantization
of dynamics significantly. We complete the discussion of effective Shape
Dynamics by discussing how Shape Dynamics solves the problem of time
and the problem of “wrong sign” kinetic term for the conformal mode and
present an interpretation of holographic renormalization in light of Shape
Dynamics following [18, 22].
2 Minimal and Non–minimal Descriptions
The main observation that underlies this contribution is the simple fact that
the same classical physical system can be obtained from a number of un-
derlaying first principles. This simple observation can have profound conse-
quences for the quantization of the classical system, since the quantization of
a classical system is often concerned with the implementation of these first
principles at the quantum level. This is particularly true for the canonical
Dirac quantization approach.
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2.1 Classical Systems
The minimal content of a mathematical description of a classical physical
system has to specify its set of objective1 observables {Oi}i∈I and express
the equations of motion for the observables in terms of the observables them-
selves2. This is to say that we require evolution equations
∂
∂t
Oi = Fi[O; t), (1)
where t denotes time. A Hamiltonian system in which all phase space func-
tions f are observables fits into this definition: The set of observables is
are smooth functions on phase space Γ, and the equations of motion are
f˙ = {f,H}, where H ∈ C∞(Γ) denotes the Hamiltonian of the system.
Most descriptions of physical systems are not minimal in the sense that
the system is described using auxiliary concepts. This is in particular true
for gauge theories, where auxiliary “pure gauge” degrees of freedom are in-
troduced to make the description of a field theory manifestly local3. The
canonical description of gauge theories [23] uses a regular and irreducible
set of first class constraints {χa}a∈A: The observables of a gauge theory are
equivalence classes of gauge–invariant phase space functions, i.e. {Oi, χa} = 0
for all a ∈ A, where two representative phase space functions are considered
equivalent if they coincide on the constraint surface, i.e. on the subspace of
phase space where χa = 0 holds for all a ∈ A. The equations of motion are
generated by a total Hamiltonian that is the sum of a gauge–invariant Ho
and an arbitrary linear combination of gauge–generators χa.
The minimal description of a canonical gauge theory consists of a com-
pletely gauge–fixed description: For this one introduces a regular and irre-
ducible set of gauge-fixing conditions {σa}a∈A, such that the surface defined
by the vanishing of all σa intersects each gauge orbit exactly once. The re-
duced phase space Γo is the intersection of the constraint surface with the
gauge–fixing surface, i.e. the subspace of Γ where χa = 0 = σ
a holds for all
a ∈ A. The observables of a gauge theory are readily identified with suf-
ficiently smooth functions on Γo and the restriction Hgf = Ho|Γo generates
1The attribute “objective” is not necessary at this stage, but will be important in the
description of a closed universe [8].
2This general description is not manifestly relativistic, but it can of course be used to
describe relativistic systems.
3I use locality in the sense that the Poisson-bracket of two observables with disjoint
support vanishes and that infinitesimal time evolution preserves locality.
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evolution through the Dirac bracket, which is the projection of the Poisson
bracket to the constraint surface.
Given a completely gauge-fixed system, one can recover the gauge-theoretic
description by parametrizing the action of the group of gauge transforma-
tions. This requires an enlargement of the phase space from Γo back to
Γ and the introduction of constraints χa, which are just the generators of
the action of the gauge group. It is now very important to notice that this
gauge–unfixing is not unique: Rather, there is a huge arbitrariness how one
should enlarge phase space and even given the same enlarged phase space,
there are in general many symmetries that can be parametrized. An exam-
ple for this is free electromagnetism. Given appropriate boundary conditions,
one can gauge–fix the system with axial gauge and work out the completely
gauge-fixed description and subsequently gauge–unfix a shift symmetry in
the electric field (see e.g. [17]). The shift-symmetric description of electro-
magnetism exists on the phase space of the Maxwell description, but is based
on a different set of gauge symmetries.
The reason why a bare description is rarely used can already be seen in
free electromagnetism: the bare physical degrees of freedom are non–local,
while the Maxwell description is manifestly local. The locality of electro-
magnetism, although not manifest in the gauge–fixed description, can still
be recovered from the gauge–fixed description: a local excitation will propa-
gate within its future light–cone.
The lesson of this section is that physical properties of the system, such
as the number of degrees of freedom per point and causality should be disen-
tangled form properties of the description of the system, such as U(1)–gauge
invariance of electromagnetism. The physical properties of the system can
be recovered in every description of the system, but may not be manifestly
visible in a given description. However, properties of a non–minimal de-
scription are in general not physical properties. It is therefore possible to
find different, even mutually exclusive, construction principles for the same
classical system. This ambiguity can have important consequences for Dirac
quantization, because one construction principle may be quantizable while
another may not be quantizable.
2.2 Classical Example
Let us consider a well-studied bare description that can obtained through at
least two distinct classical construction principles: The bare description is a
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Liouville field φ on a flat spatial circle. The system can be described using
the charge algebra
{Q(n1, ξ1)Q(n2, ξ2)} = Q(N,Ξ) +K[n1, ξ1;n2, ξ2], (2)
where Q(n, ξ) = S(n) +H(ξ) and
S(n) = 1
2
∫
dθ n
(
pi2 + 1
l2
(φ′)2 + m
c2
ec φ − 4
l2c
φ′′
)
H(ξ) =
∫
dθ ξ
(
piφ′ − 2
c
pi′
)
N = n1ξ
′
2 + ξ1n
′
2 − n2ξ′1 − ξ2n′1
Ξ = ξ1ξ
′
2 − ξ2ξ′1 + 1l2 (n1n′2 − n2n′1)
K[n1, ξ1;n2, ξ2] = − 4l2c2
∫
dθ (n′′1ξ
′
2 − n′′2ξ′1) ,
(3)
where pi denotes the momentum conjugate to φ and where primes denote
derivatives w.r.t. the spatial coordinate θ. The dynamics of the system is
encoded in the charge algebra which contains the Hamiltonian
H = Q(1, 0) =
1
2
∫
dθ
(
pi2 +
1
l2
(φ′)2 +
m
c2
ec φ
)
, (4)
where pi denotes the momentum conjugate to φ and primes denote derivatives
w.r.t. the spatial coordinate θ. Using the mode expansion
L±±m := Q
(
i± 1
2
eimθ, l
i± 1
2
eimθ
)
(5)
one finds that the Poisson-brackets satisfy a pair of Virasoro algebras
i{L±±m, L∓∓n} = 0
i{L±±m, L±±n} = (m− n)L±m+n + 4pic2lm3δm,−n,
(6)
from which we read-off value of the central charges as C = 48pi
c2l
. I will now,
for the sake of clarity, abuse notation and call the classical charge algebra
(6) with Hamiltonian (4) Liouville theory. This is not entirely correct as the
elementary degrees of freedom are almost, but not completely encoded in (6).
2.2.1 Spacetime Description
A particularly interesting way to construct the bare system, which is en-
coded in the charge algebra (6) was found by Brown and Henneaux [9] and
can be viewed as a precursor of the AdS/CFT duality. It is based on General
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Relativity in 2+1 spacetime dimensions with asymptotically AdS boundary
conditions. The fundamental field is the spacetime metric gµν and the sym-
metries of the theory are spacetime diffeomorphisms. It follows form the fact
that diffeomorphisms are gauge symmetries that there are no local gravita-
tional degrees of freedom, so all degrees of freedom on a topologically trivial
domain are boundary degrees of freedom, which we will now consider.
Using the time variable t and polar coordinates (r, φ), the asymptotically
AdS boundary conditions of [9] are:
gtt = − r2l2 +O(1), gtr = O(r−3), gtφ = O(1)
grr =
l2
r2
+O(r−4), gφφ = r2 +O(1), grφ = O(r−3).
(7)
The asymptotic space–time symmetries, i.e. spacetime–diffeomorphisms that
preserve the boundary conditions modulus those that vanish at the boundary,
are parametrized by functions on a circle f± = f(φ± t
l
); the explicit form of
the generating vector fields u[f±] is
ut[f±] =
l
2
(
f± +
l2
2r2
f±,φφ
)
, ur[f±] = ∓r
2
f±,φ, u
φ[f±] = ±1
2
(
f± − l
2
2r2
f±,φφ
)
.
(8)
These vector–fields are defined only up to terms that vanish in the limit
r →∞ and satisfy the following Lie–algebra
[u[f±1 ], u[f
∓
2 ]] = 0, [u[f
±
1 ], u[f
±
2 ]] = u[f
±
1 f
±
2,φ − f±2 f±1,φ]. (9)
A consequence of the fact that the gauge–generators of of spacetime diffeo-
morphisms D(u) acquire explicit boundary terms B(u) is that the algebra of
diffeomorphism generators is a central extension of the Lie–algebra (9), i.e.
it takes the form {D(u1), D(u2)} = D([u1, u2]) +K(u1, u2). There is a large
ambiguity in the precise choice of boundary term, which can be used to make
all boundary terms vanish for one particular reference spacetime, which we
can choose to be pure AdS space. An expansion of f± in Fourier modes then
gives a pair of Virasoro algebra with central charge
C =
3l
2G
. (10)
Since the entire physical content of asymptotically AdS gravity is contained in
this pair of Virasoro algebras, we can identify the bare system, i.e. Liouville
theory, with the asymptotically AdS gravity, whenever the central charges
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match. We have thus found a non–minimal description of Liouville theory
which tells us an underlaying construction principle for Liouville theory as
Einstein spacetimes which satisfy asymptotically AdS boundary conditions.
To examplify that the non-minimal descriptions are not unique, we will now
consider a different non-minimal description of Liouville theory.
2.2.2 Spatially conformal Description
We will now consider a dynamical theory of a spatial metric gab in 2 dimen-
sions that implements spatial diffeomorphism- and spatial Weyl- invariance
through the constraints:
H(v) =
∫
Σ
d2x piab(Lvg)ab =
∫
∂Σ
dxcv
cgabpi
ab − ∫
Σ
d2x gab(Lvpi)ab
C(ρ) =
∫
Σ
d2x ρ gabpi
ab,
(11)
where piab denotes the canonically conjugate momentum density. These con-
straints imply that all local degrees of freedom are pure gauge, since any
spatial metric on a topologically trivial domain is diffeomorphic to a con-
formally flat metric. All physical degrees of freedom of the system are thus
boundary degrees of freedom. Another consequence is that the Hamiltonian
over a topologically trivial domain depends only on the boundary values of
the fields. We will choose an appropriate Hamiltonian shortly.
Using polar coordinates (r, φ) on Σ we impose canonical fall–off conditions
that are satisfied in t = const slices of the asymptotically AdS spacetimes
we considered in the previous section:
grr =
l2
r2
+O(1), grφ = O(r
−3), gφφ = r2 +O(1),
pirr = O(r−1), pirφ = O(r−2), piφφ = O(r−5).
(12)
The asymptotic symmetries, i.e. the conformal diffeomorphisms that leave
the boundary conditions invariant modulus those that vanish at the bound-
ary, can be parametrized by a function α(φ):
ur[α] = −rα′ +O(r−1), uφ[α] = α− l
2
2r2
α′′ +O(r−4), (13)
where primes denote derivatives w.r.t. φ and where the lower orders vanish
in the boundary limit r →∞. The vector fields satisfy the Lie–algebra
[u[α], u[β]] = u[αβ′ − βα′] (14)
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in the limit r → ∞. The conformal constraints C(ρ) are ultralocal and do
not contribute to the asymptotic symmetries, but parts of the constraints
H(v) generate asymptotic symmetries require boundary terms; a sufficient
boundary for the vector fields (13) is B(u) = 2
∫
∂Σ
dxcu
agabpi
bc, where the
momentum densities are pulled-back to ∂Σ. Using that the variation of
H(u) +B(u) reduces by construction to the bulk-variation of H(u), we find
that
{H(u) +B(u), H(v) +B(v)} −H([u, v])
=
∫
∂Σ
dxc
(
piab(vcLu − ucLv)gab + 2[u, v]agabpibc
)
.
(15)
Using that the vector fields (13) are asymptotic symmetries, we find in the
boundary limit r → ∞ that ∫
∂Σ
dxc pi
ab(vcLu − ucLv)gab vanishes. We thus
have {H(u)+B(u), H(v)+B(v)} = H([u, v])+B([u, v]) when u, v are vector
fields of the form (13), so the algebra for the asymptotic symmetries is not
deformed by the boundary terms. We thus find the physical “momentum”
variables J [α] := H(u[α]) +B(u[α]) with algebra
{J [α], J [β]} = J [αβ′ − βα′]. (16)
The canonically conjugate “configuration” variables are asymptotic values of
the gauge-fixing conditions G[β], which, after ignoring the global mode, we
can choose as
G[β] = K +
∫
∂Σ
dxcG¯
abc (βgab¯;c − β,c(gab − g¯ab)) , (17)
where G denotes DeWitt’s supermetric and bars denote the pure AdS metric
and where K[β] denotes the boundary limit of the pure AdS Hamiltonian
plus counter term smeared against β. The Dirac algebra of was also derived
in [9] and it turns out to yield a pair of Virasoro algebras with central charge
C = 3l
2G
.
We have thus found an independent construction principle for Liouville
theory which is not based on spacetime, provided we choose the coupling con-
stant such that the central charges match. Rather, the second construction
principle is based on a dynamical theory of the spatial metric, which posses
spatial diffeomorphism- and spatial Weyl-invariance and canonical fall–off
conditions (12). This shows that the auxiliary concepts, which are on the
one hand spacetime geometry and spacetime diffeomorphism invariance and
on the other hand dynamical spatial geometry and spatial conformal diffeo-
morphism invariance, can be interchanged without changing the bare theory,
which is Liouville theory on a circle.
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2.3 Quantum Systems
We saw how the same bare classical system can be constructed form very
distinct construction principles. This means that the physical interpretation
of one and the same bare classical can be very different. A similar “freedom
of interpretation” exists in quantum systems.
To explain this freedom, we define a quantum system as a dynamical
system (A, U,G), consisting of a normed ∗-algebra A and a unitary action
U of a group G as automorphisms of A, where a one-dimensional subgroup
G is interpreted as generating time–evolution through Ut. In the simplest
case we have a Hilbert space H in the background and G = R and Ut : a 7→
e−iHt a eiHt, for some Hamiltonian H on H. Such a bare quantum system
does not admit a classical limit. To be able to define a classical limit, one
needs at least a notion of “configuration operators,” i.e. a algebra morphism
i from a commutative algebra C(X), where X denotes a configuration space,
into a commutative subalgebra Ao of A, which provides an interpretation of
the elements of Ao as configuration operators. Given a state, i.e. a continuous
positive linear functional omega, on A, we can derive the time evolution of
all configuration operators ao ∈ Ao in this state as ω(Ut(ao)), which may
allow us to derive a semiclassical interpretation if ω is a semiclassical state
for Ao.
However, in general, there is a huge amount of ambiguity in constructing
a tuple (X, i : C(X)→ A), even if one require that the image of i is a maximal
commuting subalgebra of A. It follows that the same bare quantum system
(A, U,G) can have many distinct classical limits, each coming form a different
physical interpretation of the elements of the operator algebra A. We will
now give a simple example showing the ambiguity of the classical limit of a
bare quantum system.
2.4 Quantum Example
A very simple example that shows how the same bare quantum system is
interpreted as two distinct classical systems by identifying different sets of
“elementary” operators is obtained by the bare description of the harmonic
oscillator. The bare system is most easily constructed on the Hilbert space
H = l2, the space of square summable complex sequences (an)∞n=0 where∑
n |an|2 < ∞. The operator algebra is given by bounded linear opera-
tors B(l2), but it is closer to standard physical notation, if we work with
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unbounded densely defined generators. For this we consider a dense basis
{en}∞n=0 and define the unbounded generators as linear operations of the
basis elements. We choose the transformation group G = R, which is physi-
cally interpreted as time evolution. The generator of time evolution is defined
through the map: H : en 7→ ωo(n+ 12)en, so the time evolution is
Ut : en 7→ eiωo(n+ 12 )ten. (18)
This defines the bare quantum system.
This bare system is readily interpreted as the harmonic oscillator, if we
impose the physical interpretation of the linear maps
a : en 7→
√
n+ 1 en+1, a
∗ : en 7→
√
nen−1 (19)
as the standard one–dimensional ladder operators. Using this physical inter-
pretation, the Hamiltonian H takes the form
H = (a∗a+
1
2
), (20)
which is the standard representation of the harmonic oscillator.
A different physical interpretation of the same Hamiltonian is most easily
described using the bijection (j,m) := ej2+j+m where j ∈ No and m =
−j, ..., j. Using this relabeling of the basis, the second physical interpretation
is obtained through the interpretation of the linear maps
J+ : (j,m) 7→
√
(j −m)(j +m+ 1) (j,m+ 1)
J− : (j,m) 7→
√
(j +m)(j −m+ 1) (j,m− 1),
J3 : (j,m) 7→ m(j,m)
(21)
as the standard three–dimensional angular momentum operators Ji. The
Hamiltonian H then takes the form
H = ( ~J2 + J3 +
1
2
), (22)
which is recognized as a particle on a 2-sphere in an external magnetic field.
This example shows how the same bare quantum system can be interpreted in
a number of distinct ways simply through reinterpreting the roles of so-called
“elementary” operators.
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We can now reverse the logic of this example and view the bare quantum
system as a recognizable or “standard” quantization of two distinct classi-
cal systems, which do not appear to be related at first sight. In particular,
knowing the relation between the harmonic oscillator and the particle on the
sphere, we can quantize one system and reinterpret it as the quantization
of the other. This leads to the main message of this section: the minimal
description of a classical or a quantum system can be obtained from many
different first principles. So, if one set of first principles can not be imple-
mented, one should look for a different set which can be implemented. This is
the approach that we will subsequently propose for quantum gravity, where
it appears that the spacetime principles of General Relativity can not be
implemented within a standard quantum field theory context. Rather than
abandoning the bare gravitational system, we will propose to base the quan-
tization of gravity on a set of principles that is founded in a different set of
construction principles based on the Shape Dynamics description of gravity.
In the next section, we will outline how the construction principle for shape
dynamics differs form the construction principle of General Relativity.
3 Spatial conformal and Spacetime descrip-
tion of gravity
Before presenting the construction of Shape Dynamics in the next section, I
will contrast the spacetime picture that underlies the construction of Gen-
eral Relativity with a conceptual picture based on spatial Weyl–invariance,
which we will use to derive Shape Dynamics. A remarkable result by Hojman,
Kucharˇ and Teitelboim [24] shows that the canonical formulation of General
Relativity can be derived entirely form spacetime considerations. This con-
struction starts with the consideration of the Lie–algebra of spacetime vector
fields and the pull–back of this Lie–algebra to a 3-dimensional Riemannian
hypersurface. The 3+1–decomposition into a shift part v and a lapse part N
provides Dirac’s hypersurface–deformation algebra
[H(v1), H(v2)] = H([v1, v2]), [H(v), S(N)] = S(LvN), (23)
[S(N1), S(N2)] = H(N1∇N2 −N2∇N1), (24)
where H(.) and S(.) denote canonical generators built from the spatial met-
ric gab and its canonically conjugate momentum density pi
ab. The form of
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the generators H(v) is determined by [H(v1), H(v2)] = H([v1, v2]) and the
requirement that these generators generate infinitesimal spatial diffeomor-
phisms δvgab = (Lvg)ab, δvpiab = (Lvpi)ab to be
H(v) =
∫
d3x piab(Lvg)ab. (25)
Then, assuming time–reversability and a strong notion of locality [24] proves
a representation theorem for the generators S(N), which are shown to be of
the form
S(N) =
∫
d3xN
(
piabGabcdpi
cd√|g| − (R− 2Λ)√|g|
)
, (26)
where Gabcd = gacgbd− 12gabgcd denotes the DeWitt supermetric , R the scalar
curvature of gab, |g| the determinant of gab and where Λ is an undetermined
constant. This is precisely the form of the ADM constraints, as they are
obtained from the Legendre–transform of the Einstein-Hilbert action, which
encode the dynamics of the canonical description of General Relativity. This
is why this result is interpreted as a derivation of the dynamics of gravity
from space–time first principles.
A different set of first principles to derive the dynamics of canonical grav-
ity is based on conceptual ideas by Barbour and collaborators[4, 6, 2, 3, 5, 7].
These authors who propose that gravity is be a dynamical theory of spatial
conformal geometry and a preferred notion of simultaneity. The conceptual
postulates can be summarized as follows: In a closed system, such as the
entire universe, one should not need external clocks and rods to interpret
physics, as used in the interpretation of spacetimes. Rather, clocks and rods
should be replaced with local dimensionless ratios of physical quantities. To
implement this conceptual idea, Barbour and collaborators used two con-
struction principles for classical theories:
1. Manifest reparametrization invariance can be implemented into the
dynamics of a particle system with energy E, kinetic energy T =
x˙ahab(x)x˙
b and potential V (x) by replacing dt→ N(λ)dλ and treating
N as a Lagrange–multiplier. The elimination of N through its equa-
tions of motion yields
S =
∫
dλ
√
(E − V (x)) ∂x
a
∂λ
hab(x)
∂xb
∂λ
, (27)
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which is manifestly invariant under affine reparametrizations λ→ f(λ)
and hence removes all dependence of predictions of the system from the
choice of time–parametrization. The square root in the reparametrizaton–
invariant form arises because the kinetic term T was assumed to be
quadratic in velocities and allows us to interpret the action S as a
geodesic length on configurations space.
2. Best matching is based in the idea that some transformations T : xa 7→
T ab (φ)x
b, where φα denotes a parametrization of the transformation
group, should not alter the physical state, i.e. these transformations
should be pure gauge. One can implement this by extending configura-
tion space with the the transformation group (i.e. the extended config-
uration space is the product of the original configuration space and the
group manifold) and replacing xa → T ab (φ)xb everywhere in the action.
This procedure changes the velocities to ∂x
a
∂λ
→ T ab (φ)∂x
b
∂λ
+ T ab ,αx
b ∂φα
∂λ
.
The equations of motion for the group parameters φα then implement
the desired invariance.
These two construction principles can now be used to construct actions for
theories of the spatial metric that (a) dynamical theories of the spatial confor-
mal geometry, i.e. spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial Weyl–transformations
are pure gauge and (b) invariant under local reparametrizations of time. If
we assume a kinetic term T (x) that is quadratic in velocities, then local
time–reparametrization invariance is implemented by writing the action as
S =
∫
dλd3x
√
V (x)T (x). (28)
This form of the action ensures local time–reparametrization invariance and
thus implements the physical idea that clocks should be built from objective
local observables. For definitiveness, we choose a potential V = (R−2Λ)√|g|.
It turns out to be straightforward to implement best–matching w.r.t. spa-
tial diffeomorphisms, which turns the theory into a dynamical theory of the
spatial geometry.
Best matching w.r.t. spatial conformal transformations turns out to be
more subtle for two reasons:
(1) It turns out that equivalence with the dynamics of General Relativity
on a closed manifold requires one to best match w.r.t. conformal transforma-
tions that do not change the total spatial volume, i.e. we restrict our deriva-
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tion to conformal factors eφˆ(x) = Ωˆ(x) = 〈Ω6〉− 16Ω(x), where 〈f〉 :=
∫
d3x
√
|g|f∫
d3y
√
|g| .
The Legendre–transform of the best–matched theory yields the constraints
S(N) =
∫
d3xN
(
σab σ
b
a√
|g|Ωˆ
−6 + (2Λ− 1
6
〈pi〉2)√|g|Ωˆ6 − Ωˆ(R− 8∆)Ωˆ√|g|)
H(v) =
∫
d3x
(
piab(Lvg)ab + piφLvφ
)
C(ρ) =
∫
d3x ρ
(
piφ − 4
(
pi − 〈pi〉√|g|))
Q(σ) =
∫
d3x σ piφ,
(29)
where σab denotes the trace–free part of gacpi
cb. We see from the first line
of (29), that best–matching w.r.t. the restricted set of conformal transfor-
mations has the profound consequence that all terms in the S(N) obtain
York–scaling. This is very important, because this means that one can use
these first principles to derive the constant mean (extrinsic) curvature (CMC)
gauge–fixed version of canonical gravity.
(2) Even after the restriction to local conformal transformations that do
not change the total spatial volume, one sees that the best matched theory
(29) is not a gauge theory under this restricted set of conformal transfor-
mations. This can be seen from the fact that the constraints S(N) together
with the Q(σ) are a second class system. In the next two sections we will
remedy this fact using the symmetry trading mechanism.
4 Symmetry Trading and Symmetry Doubling
We have already seen that gauge symmetries are a property of the description
of a physical system rather than a physical property. I will now explain the
symmetry trading [21] and symmetry doubling mechanisms [20], which we
will subsequently use to construct a description of gravity as a dynamical
theory of the spatial conformal geometry.
4.1 Symmetry Trading
Let us consider a classical gauge theory, i.e. the data (Γ, {., .}, H,Ξ) consist-
ing of a phase space Γ with Poisson bracket {., .}, Hamiltonian H and a set
of first class constraints Ξ = {χµ}α∈M, which we assume to be regular and
irreducible. The first class χµ are the generators of gauge transformations.
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We will now proceed with the construction of what is called a special linking
theory in [21]. For this we assume that the phase space Γ can be written as
a product of two Poisson–commuting subspaces Γo and Γe. For concreteness,
we will introduce local coordinates in the form of canonical pairs (qa, pa) on
Γo and (φ
α, piα) on Γe; the non–vanishing elementary Poisson–bracket on Γo
is {qa, pb}o = δab and the non–vanishing elementary Poisson–bracket on Γe is
{φα, piβ}e = δαβ . A special linking theory is now a theory where the constraint
surface C = {x ∈ Γ : χµ(x) = 0∀µ ∈M} can specified through
0 = φα − χα1 (q, p)
0 = piα − χ2α(q, p)
0 = χν3(q, p),
(30)
which is to say that the constraints Ξ are equivalent to three sets of con-
straints, where the first is equivalent to Ξ1 = {φα−χα1 (q, p)}α∈A, the second
is equivalent to Ξ2 = {piα − χ2α(q, p)}α∈A and and the third is equivalent to
Ξ3 = {χν3(q, p)}ν∈N . We thus require that the first set can be uniquely solved
for the φα and that the second can be uniquely solved for the piα and that the
third is weakly independent of Γe. In this situation, there are two preferred
sets of partial gauge–fixing conditions:
Σ1 = {piα}α∈A and Σ2 = {φα}α∈A. (31)
The phase space reductions associated with these two gauge fixing conditions
are
Σ1 : (φα, piβ) → (χα1 , 0)
Σ2 : (φ
α, piβ) → (0, χ2β), (32)
so the reduced phase space for either gauge–fixing is Γo. The Dirac bracket
associated with either of these phase space reductions coincides with the
Poisson–bracket
{., .}1D = {., .}o and {., .}2D = {., .}o, (33)
showing that both reductions lead to (Γo, {., .}o). However, the Hamilto-
nian and the reduced constraint do not coincide, rather the first phase space
reduction leads to
H1 = H|φα=χα1 ,piβ=0
Ξ˜1 = {χα1}α∈A ∪ Ξ3
(34)
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while the second phase space reduction leads to
H2 = H|φα=0,piβ=χ2β
Ξ˜2 = {χ2α}α∈A ∪ Ξ3.
(35)
We thus have the same phase space Γo with the same Poisson–bracket
{., .}o, which carries two distinct gauge theories, G1 = (Γo, {., .}o, H1, Ξ˜1)
and G2 = (Γo, {., .}o, H2, Ξ˜2). The two theories G1,G2 describe the same
physics, because they are obtained as two distinct partial gauge–fixings of a
single original gauge theory, i.e. the linking theory. The manifest equivalence
of the two gauge theories can be seen by observing that the sets {χα1}α∈A
and {χ2α}α∈A gauge–fix each other. We can thus impose the gauge fixing
conditions Σ˜1 = {χ2α}α∈A on G1 and Σ˜2 = {χα1}α∈A on G2. These two further
gauge fixings turn out to be equivalent to imposing Σ1 ∪ Σ2 on the linking
theory. This gauge–fixed theory is a bare description of the physical system
and provides a “dictionary” between the two descriptions.
The important observation is that the gauge–symmetries of G1 and G2,
i.e. the finite transformations generated by the action of Ξ˜1 and Ξ˜2, are
different despite the fact that the two theories describe the same classical
evolution of the same classical observables. This equivalence is due to the
fact that the bare description of the two systems is the completely gauge–
fixed linking theory and that this bare description can be gauge–unfixed in
many different ways. In the particular case that can be constructed from
the linking theory one obtains two gauge theories whose constraint surfaces
gauge–fix each other (see figure 1). It turns out that one can reverse the
construction and start with two first class constraint surfaces that gauge–fix
each other to construct a linking theory. One can thus trade gauge–generators
for gauge–fixing conditions, if the gauge–fixing conditions are first class.
We refer to the gauge–fixed description of the system as “dictionary” be-
cause it provides a way to relate the observables of the two theories. To see
this relation, we remember that observables of a gauge theory are gauge–
invariant functions (i.e. constants along gauge orbits) on the constraint sur-
face of a gauge theory. An observable is thus completely determined by its
value on a gauge–fixing surface. An observable of G1 can thus be related to
the equivalent an observable of G2 by restricting it to the gauge–fixing sur-
face, where it coincides with precisely one observable of G2. This relation can
also be worked out through the linking theory: Given an observable in the
linking theory, which will be represented by an equivalence class of functions
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Linking Theory
on extended phase space
with extended gauge symmetry
partial gauge fixing partial gauge fixing
Theory B Theory A
same phase space as Theory B
gauge symmetry A
same phase space as Theory A
gauge symmetry B
further gauge fixing further gauge fixing
Dictionary Theory
on reduced phase space
reduced gauge symmetry
Figure 1: Two gauge theories with distinct gauge symmetries can be con-
structed from a linking theory through partial gauge–fixing. The bare de-
scription, i.e. the “dictionary theory” (purple), is the (completely) gauge–
fixed linking theory. This bare description can be obtained as the intersection
of two first class constraint surfaces, i.e. the red and blue surfaces which rep-
resent the two distinct gauge theories. The red and blue constraint surfaces
are each first class, but have different gauge symmetries. This is illustrated
by the gauge–orbits on the two constraints surfaces, which are indicated as
the red and blue lines.
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[O] on Γo × Γe, we find the relation
[O1] = [O|φα=χα1 ,piβ=0] ↔ [O2] = [Oφα=0,piβ=χ2β ], (36)
where [O1] denotes an observable of G1 and [O2] denotes an observable of G2.
4.2 Excursion: Symmetry Doubling
The linking theory formalism allows us to trade gauge–generators for gauge–
fixing conditions that are first class. It is therefore natural to consider the
canonical BRST description of the system, which treats gauge–transformations
and gauge–fixing conditions on the same footing [20]. To keep the presenta-
tion simple, I will only cover the case of Abelian case here. However, locally
in phase space, one can extend the construction to the non–Abelian case as
we will see.
Given a regular, irreducible set of Abelian set of constraints {χα}α∈A,
i.e. {χα, χβ} = 0 for all α, β ∈ A, we require an Abelian set of gauge–
fixing conditions {σα}α∈A. The Hamiltonian Ho of a gauge theory must be
gauge–invariant, but it will in general not Poisson commute with the gauge–
fixing conditions. An important special case for which this happens is a
Hamiltonian that vanishes on the constraint surface Ho|χ≡0 = 0. Having
this case in mind, we require from now on that we find a Hamiltonian that
strongly Poisson–commutes with constraints and the gauge–fixing conditions.
The BRST formalism requires to extend phase space with a ghost anti–
ghost pair (ηα, P
α) for each gauge generator χα, which has the opposite
statistics of the constraint χα and the construction of a BRST generator
Ω = ηαχα +O(η2), (37)
where the O(η2) is chosen such that {Ω,Ω} = 0, which is satisfied by vanish-
ing O(η2) for Abelian constraints, but can be satisfied for any set of first class
constraints. The ghost number, i.e. the number of ghosts minus the number
of antighosts, defines a grading of the algebra of phase space functions. The
BRST generator has ghost number +1 and the fact that {Ω,Ω} = 0 allows
us to define the BRST differential s as
s : f 7→ {Ω, f}, (38)
which turns the algebra of phase space functions into a graded differential
algebra. The important observation that underlies the BRST–formalism is
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the fact that this graded differential algebra provides a resolution of the
observable algebra, i.e. the observables are identified with the cohomology of
the differential s at ghost number zero. Time evolution is generated by the
BRST gauge–fixed Hamiltonian
HΨ = Ho + η
αV βα Pβ + {Ω,Ψ}, (39)
where Ψ is phase space function of ghost number −1 and where {Ho, χα} =
V βα χβ, so the V
β
α vanish if the on–shell Hamiltonian Ho vanishes; in this case,
we have
HΨ = sΨ = {Ω,Ψ}, (40)
which is formally symmetric in the Ω and Ψ and hence formally symmetric
in the BRST description of gauge generators (encoded in Ω) and the gauge–
fixing conditions (encoded in Ψ).
This symmetry between gauge–generators and gauge–fixing conditions
can be combined with the observation that symmetry trading requires two
first class constraint surfaces that gauge–fix each other. This means that the
gauge–fixing conditions {σα}α∈A are themselves a set of first class constraints.
We can thus construct a ghost–number −1 generator Ψ = σαPα + O(P 2),
where the O(P 2) can be chosen such that {Ψ,Ψ} = 0. This allows us to
define a second differential
s˜ : f 7→ {f,Ψ}. (41)
This differential does again provide a resolution of the observable algebra, but
this time based on the gauge–transformations generated by {σα}α∈A. These
two observable algebras do however describe the same physics according to
the argument of the previous section.
We are thus able to view the BRST gauge–fixed Hamiltonian (40) in
two ways: either as sΨ or s˜Ω. The first view suggests a gauge symmetry
generated by the constraints χα, while the second view suggests a gauge
symmetry generated by the σα. We are thus in a situation in which the
BRST gauge–fixed equations of motion can be interpreted as based on either
set of gauge symmetries. The BRST–formalism thus “doubles symmetry” in
the particular sense described here.
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5 Construction of Shape Dynamics
We will now apply the symmetry trading mechanism to the canonical for-
mulation of General Relativity, the ADM formalism, to obtain a the Shape
Dynamics description of gravity, which is a gauge theory of spatial diffeo-
morphisms and spatial conformal transformations.
5.1 ADM in CMC gauge
The construction of Shape Dynamics can be viewed as a gauge–unfixing of
the ADM formalism in constant mean (extrinsic) curvature (CMC) gauge,
which provides the dictionary between the ADM formulation and Shape Dy-
namics. We will therefore start with this description of GR. The total ADM
Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the first class constraints:
S(N) =
∫
d3xN
(
piabGabcdpi
cd√
|g| − (R− 2Λ)
√|g|)
H(ξ) =
∫
d3x piab(Lξg)ab,
(42)
and CMC–gauge is obtained by imposing
pi(x) = 〈pi〉
√
|g|(x), (43)
as a gauge–fixing condition for the scalar ADM constraints S(N), as intro-
duced by York and collaborators [41, 42, 43, 34, 35]. The gauge condition
implies that the trace pi/
√|g| of the momenta is a spatial constant, which
combined with the vector constraints H(ξ) implies that the momenta piab are
transverse and with constant trace. These conditions are preserved under
spatial conformal transformations of the initial data gab, pi
ab, which can be
used to solve the ADM scalar constraints by solving the Lichnerowicz-York
equation
8∆Ω =
(
3
8
τ 2 − 2Λ
)
Ω5 +RΩ− pi
ab
TTpi
TT
ab
|g| Ω
−7, (44)
where TT denotes the transverse traceless part and τ = 2
3
〈pi〉/√|g| denotes
York time. One can show that the positive solution Ω of (44) a compact
Cauchy surface without boundary is unique if τ 2 > 16
3
Λ. The preservation
of the gauge–fixing condition (43) requires that the lapse No satisfies the
lapse–fixing equation {S(No), pi(x) − 〈pi〉
√|g|(x)} = 0, so the total CMC–
Hamiltonian consists can be written as
HCMC = S(No) +H(ξ). (45)
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5.2 Construction of Shape Dynamics
The CMC gauge–fixing condition (43) generates spatial conformal transfor-
mations that preserve the total spatial volume; we can thus unfix ADM in
CMC gauge to a gauge theory that has spatial diffeomorphism–invariance
and local spatial conformal invariance [16]. The simplest way [21] to do this
is by constructing a linking gauge theory through the canonical analogue of
the procedure that I called “best matching” in section 3. For this we extend
the ADM phase space with a scalar degree of freedom φ(x) and its canoni-
cally conjugate momentum density piφ(x). The physical theory is unchanged,
if we impose the additional first class constraints
Q(ρ) =
∫
d3x ρ piφ, (46)
which turn the phase space extension into pure gauge. We now implement
best matching w.r.t. conformal transformations that preserve the total spa-
tial volume through a canonical transformation generated by
F =
∫
d3x
(
Πab(e4φˆgab) + Πφφ
)
, (47)
where capital letters denote transformed variables and φˆ := φ − 1
6
ln〈e6φ〉.
The best–matching canonical transformation is
gab → e4φˆgab
piab → e−4φˆ
(
piab − (1− e6φˆ)〈pi〉√|g|gab)
φ → φ
piφ → piφ − 4
(
pi − 〈pi〉√|g|) .
(48)
This transforms the constraints into
S(N) → ∫ d3xN (σab σba√|g|e−6φˆ + (2Λ− 16〈pi〉2)√|g|e6φˆ − R¯√|g|e2φˆ + ...
)
H(ξ) → ∫ d3x (piab(Lξg)ab + piφLξφ+ ...)
Q(ρ) → ∫ d3x ρ (piφ − 4(pi − 〈pi〉√|g|)) ,
(49)
where ... denotes terms that vanish when the constraints Q(ρ) hold and
where R¯ denotes the e4φˆ times the canonically transformed R and where σab
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denotes the trace–free part of the metric momenta. This linking theory can
be partially gauge–fixed with φ ≡ 0, which leads to the phase space reduction
(φ, piφ) →
(
0, 4
(
pi − 〈pi〉√|g|)). This phase space reduction trivializes the
constraints Q(ρ) and recovers the ADM description of GR.
The partial gauge–fixing piφ ≡ 0 constructs the Shape Dynamics descrip-
tion of GR. This construction is simplified if we replace φˆ → φ and impose
the volume preservation condition∫
d3x
√
|g| (e6φ − 1) = 0. (50)
Imposing piφ ≡ 0 simplifies
H(ξ) →
∫
d3x piab(Lξg)ab, Q(ρ) → (−1/4)
∫
d3x ρ
(
pi − 〈pi〉
√
|g|
)
,
(51)
which means that spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial conformal transforma-
tions that preserve the total spatial volume are gauge transformations. The
phase space reduction is determined by solving the scalar constraints for φ,
which using Ω := eφ transforms into the Lichnerowicz-York equation (44),
whose positive solution we denote by Ωo[g, pi;x). The phase space reduction
is thus
(φ, piφ)→ (ln(Ωo[g, pi]), 0). (52)
Inserting this into the volume preservation condition yields the constraint
C =
∫
d3x
√
|g| (1− e6φo[g,pi]) ≈ 0. (53)
We observe that this constraint takes the form of a time–reparametrization
constraint. We deparametrize C by fixing time to be equal to York time
τ = 3
2
〈pi〉. This yields the physical Hamiltonian and conformal constraints
HSD =
∫
d3x
√
|g| e6φo[g,pi;τ ], Q(ρ) =
∫
d3x ρ
(
pi − 2
3
τ
)
. (54)
We thus arrived at a description of gravitational dynamics that in which
spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial conformal transformations are gauge–
transformations [30]. We call this description of gravity Shape Dynamics,
because it describes gravity as a dynamical theory of the spatial conformal
geometry, or, for short, as a dynamical theory of the “shape” of space.
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5.3 A useful gauge condition for Shape Dynamics
The the construction of the Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian requires the solu-
tion of the Lichnerowicz-York equation, which practically very cumbersome.
This situation can be simplified by the observation that the Lichnerowicz-
York equation reduces to a polynomial if the gauge condition for the con-
formal factor is is chosen in such a way that the Lichnerowicz-York equa-
tion is solved by a spatial constant. Using M˜(x) := M(x) − 〈M〉 and
R˜(x) := R(x)− 〈R〉 we can write the Lichnerowicz-York equation as
8∆Ω(x) = T Ω5(x) + (R˜(x) + 〈R〉)Ω(x) + (M˜(x) + 〈M〉)Ω−7(x) (55)
Let us denote the positive solution of β3 + 〈R〉/Tβ2 + 〈M〉/T = 0 by
α = ∆− r + r
2
∆
, (56)
where r = 〈R〉/T , m = 〈M〉/T and ∆ = 3
√
1
2
(√
27m (27m+ 4r3)− 27m
)
− r3.
It follows that the spatial constant 4
√
α solves the Lichnerowicz-York equation
if the condition
M(x) = α2R(x) (57)
is satisfied, because the LHS and RHS then simplify to 8∆ 4
√
α = 0 and
Tα3 + 〈R〉α2 + 〈M〉 = 0. Using the uniqueness of the positive solution
to the Lichnerowicz-York equation, we conclude that the Shape Dynamics
Hamiltonian turns into
HSD =
∫
d3x
√
|g|α3/2 = α3/2V = V
(
∆− r + r
2
∆
)3/2
(58)
if the condition (57) is satisfied. Thus, if we choose CMC initial data and
choose (57) as a gauge condition, then we can evolve the system with the
Hamiltonian (58). Hence, if one finds a framework in which (58) can be
quantized before phase space reduction, say as Hˆo, and if one can implement
the solution to the conformal constraints through a projection operator P ,
which projects out the local conformal factor, then one would have a natural
candidate for a quantum Hamiltonian in P Ho P . We will come back to this
possibility in section 7.3.
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5.4 Coupling Shape Dynamics to Matter
The Shape Dynamics description of a matter–gravity system can be con-
structed following precisely the same construction as in the pure gravity case
and it works whenever the Lichnerowicz-York equation has a positive solu-
tion (this has been investigated in [26, 27, 28]). I will here only outline the
procedure. The construction of the Shape Dynamics description of e.g. the
Einstein-Maxwell system is straightforward [19].
We denote the matter configuration degrees of freedom collectively by φA
and their conjugate momentum densities by piB. The ADM description of a
generic gravity–matter system will have three sets of constraints
S(N) = Sgrav.(N) +
∫
d3xN Hmatt.(gab, φA, piB)
H(ξ) = Hgrav.(ξ) +
∫
d3x piA(Lφ)A
G(λ) =
∫
d3x
√|g|λαGα(gab, φA, piB), (59)
where the subscript grav. refers to the expressions for the pure gravity con-
straints, Hmatt. denotes the matter Hamiltonian density and where the con-
straints G(λ) collectively denote the matter constraints (such as the Gauss–
constraints of Yang-Mills or Maxwell). To best match w.r.t. spatial Weyl–
transformations that do not change the total volume, we introduce, as in
the pure gravity case the auxiliary field φ and its canonically conjugate mo-
mentum density piφ and impose the constraints Q(x) = piφ(x) ≈ 0. The
generating functional for the best–matching transformation is
F =
∫
d3x
(
Πabe4φˆgab + φΠφ + φA Π
A
)
, (60)
where Greek capitals denote the transformed fields. Notice that this trans-
formation scales only gravity and leaves matter degrees of freedom unscaled,
which means that the conformal transformation acts on geometry only. It fol-
lows that the canonical transformation acts in the gravity sector as equation
(48) and trivially on matter, i.e.
φA → φA, piA → piA. (61)
It turns out that the Gauss–constraint densities are independent of gravita-
tional variables, so the Gauss–constraints are transformed into themselves,
while the diffeomorphism– and piφ–constraints Q(ρ) transform weakly into
G(λ) → G(λ)
Q(ρ) → ∫ d3x ρ(piφ − 4(pi − 〈pi〉√|g|))
H(ξ) → ∫ d3x (piab(Lξg)ab + piφLξφ+ piA(Lξφ)A) . (62)
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We will, as in the pure gravity case, replace φˆ→ φ and impose the volume–
preservation condition
∫
d3x
√|g|(1−e6φ) = 0 and denote Ω = eφ. Using this
notation, the ADM scalar constraints transform into the Lichnerowicz–York
equation
8∆Ω =
(
3
8
τ 2 − 2Λ
)
Ω5 +RΩ− pi
ab
TTpi
TT
ab
|g| Ω
−7 − Hstand.√|g| Ω−3 + ..., (63)
where Hstand. stands for standard matter, such as minimally coupled mass-
less Dirac–, pure Maxwell– and Yang-Mills–Hamilton densities and where ...
stands for additional terms, such as scalar field couplings and mass terms.
For non–negative Hstand. and vanishing extra terms ... one finds that the
positive solution Ωo[g, pi;φA, pi
A;x) to (63) is unique whenever τ > 16
3
Λ. We
can thus proceed as in pure gravity case and find the volume constraint∫
d3x
√|g| (Ω6o[g, pi;φA, piA]− 1). Deparametrization in York–time then gives
the physical Hamiltonian
HSD =
∫
d3x
√
|g|Ω6o[g, pi;φA, piA] (64)
and the Shape Dynamics constraints (62). We see, that a gravity–matter sys-
tem can be described through Shape Dynamics, which implies in particular
that standard matter couples only to the degrees of freedom of the conformal
3-geometry.
5.5 Excursion: Doubly General Relativity
We saw that ADM in CMC–gauge can be gauge–unfixed as either the ADM
description of gravity or as the Shape Dynamics description, so the the
BRST–gauge–fixed Hamiltonian can be constructed such that it is annihi-
lated by two differentials: One that encodes the space–time gauge–symmetry
of the ADM description and one that encodes the spatial conformal symme-
try of the Shape Dynamics description [20]. To obtain this description, we
start with the BRST–construction for ADM. It requires the introduction of
Grassmann–valued scalar ghosts η(x) for the ADM scalar constraints S(N)
and Grassmann-valued vector ghosts ηa(x) for the diffeomorphism constraints
H(ξ). The canonically conjugate ghost momentum densities are denoted by
P and Pa. The BRST generator for the ADM–description is
ΩADM =
∫
d3x
(
S(η) +H(~η) + ηbηa,bPa +
1
2
ηaη,aP + ηη,cpbg
bc
)
. (65)
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This BRST–generator encodes spatial diffeomorphism–invariance and the
refoliation–invaraince of the ADM description. There is a huge freedom how
to construct the BRST–charge corresponding to spatial conformal invariance
of Shape Dynamics: It has to include a term Ω¯SD =
∫
d3xP pi√|g| + ... which
encodes spatial conformal invariance through the BRST–transform
δSD−BRSTgab = {Ω¯SD, gab} = P√|g| gab + ... (66)
but there is a huge freedom in choosing the additional terms indicated by
.... An interesting choice is to construct a conformally invariant gauge fixing
of the spatial diffeomorphisms of the form F k(x) = (gabδkc +
1
3
gakδbc)e
c
α(∇a −
∇ˆa)eαb , where the hat denotes the covariant derivative w.r.t. a fixed back-
ground metric with frame eaα. With this choice, we find the BRST–charge
for the conformal description as
Ω¯SD =
∫
d3x
(
P
pi√|g| + PaF a + 12 P√|g|Paηa
)
, (67)
which is a charge that generates local Weyl–transformations and ultralo-
cal transformations of the metric momenta, whose algebra over each point
mimics the algebra of special conformal transformations. The gauge–fixed
Hamiltonian
HBRST = {ΩADM , Ω¯SD} (68)
takes a very complicated form and I will only discuss the term that is im-
portant for the interpretation of this Hamiltonian as an evolution generator.
This is the ghost–free term
HBRST = S(
pi√|g|) +H(~F ) +O(η). (69)
We see that this gauge–fixed Hamiltonian has a simple interpretation as an
ADM generator of evolution with lapse pi√|g| and shift F
a. We conclude this
excursion with emphasizing that HBRST can be viewed as in two complemen-
tary ways: Either as a gauge fixing of the ADM description of gravity or as
a gauge–fixing of a theory with local conformal gauge–symmetry.
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6 Example: Shape Dynamics on the 2+1 Torus
Let us start the investigation of the implications of the Shape Dynamics
picture by considering a simple example: Pure gravity on a torus in 2+1 di-
mensions allows us to perform many explicit derivations that are not feasible
in more complicated models. I will focus on the ADM description of this
system in constant mean (extrinsic) curvature (CMC) gauge, as it was first
done by Moncrief in [32]. Using the spatial metric gab and its canonically
conjugate momentum density piab, we can write down the ADM system in
terms of the initial value constraints
S(N) =
∫
d2xN
(
1√
|g|pi
ab(gacgbd − gabgcd)picd − (R− 2Λ)
√|g|)
H(v) =
∫
d2x piab(Lvg)ab,
(70)
where S(N) denotes the Hamilton constraint smeared with lapse N and H(v)
the diffeomorphism constraint smeared with shift v. The constraints S(N)
play of course a dual role, as they are not only initial value constraints, but
also generators of dynamics, i.e. the constraints generate evolution in time.
6.1 Description on Reduced Phase space
Let us outline the construction of the York-Hamiltonian for the 2+1 torus,
which is based on the 2+1–dimensional CMC gauge fixing condition for the
scalar constraints, which states that York time
τ = gabpi
ab/
√
|g| (71)
is a spatial constant. Finding a complete gauge-fixing of the spatial diffeo-
morphisms is more complicated. Fortunately, Teichmu¨ller theory tells us
that the space of conformal geometries on the 2-torus is 2-dimensional. Us-
ing a global chart [0, 1)2 for the torus4, we can write the components of the
conformal metric ρab = gab/
√|g| in this chart as
ρab =
(
α β
b 1+β
2
α
)
.
4To simplify the notation, I present the treatment of the diffeomorphisms in a preferred
global chart. One could of course write down the same equations in a covariant way using
coordinate functions, frame fields and Lie derivatives.
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Imposing
∑
b ρ1b,b(x1, x2) = 0 and ρ21,1(x1, x2) = 0 as well as ρ11,2(0, x2) =
0, turns out to completely gauge-fix the diffeomorphisms. This fixes α, β
to be spatial constants. We now follow the York procedure and solve the
diffeomorphism constraint by setting the longitudinal part of piab to vanish.
Using gab = e
2λρabω = habe
2λ, where ω = dx1 ∧ dx2, allows us to write the
scalar constraints as the Lichnerowicz-York equation
∆hλ = (
1
4
τ 2 − Λ)e2λ − pi
ab
TThachbdpi
cd
TT
2
√|h| e−2λ. (72)
We can parametrize the TT-part of the metric momenta in the global chart
explicitly with homogeneous components (see e.g. [12]):
piabTT =
1
2
(
(τ 21 + τ
2
2 )p2 − 2τ1τ2p1 τ2p1 − τ1p2
τ2p1 − τ1p2 p2
)
,
where the parameters p1, p2 constructed to be canonically conjugate to the
Teichmu¨ller parameters τ1, τ2, which parametrize the gauge-fixed metric as
hab = τ
−1
2 (dx1 ⊗ dx1 + τ1(dx1 ⊗ dx2 + dx2 ⊗ dx1) + (τ 21 + τ 22 )dx2 ⊗ dx2). All
coefficients of the Lichnerowicz-York equation are homogeneous in this parametriza-
tion. This implies that the Lichnerowicz-York equation is solved by the ho-
mogeneous solution e4λo = τ 22
p21+p
2
2
τ2−4Λ . The generator of evolution in York-time
is the on-shell volume
∫
d2x
√|h|e2λo . It reads in our parametrization
HYork = τ2
√
p21 + p
2
2
τ 2 − 4Λ . (73)
So far we have just followed the standard construction of the York Hamil-
tonian on reduced phase space. The simplicity of the model allows us to
construct Shape Dynamics directly by reversing the role of the Hamilton
constraints and the CMC-gauge condition.
6.2 Reinterpretation in terms of Shape Dynamics
The simplicity of the 2+1 torus allows us to discover Shape Dynamics in the
CMC reduced phase space formulation, rather than to construct it as we did
in 3+1 dimensions. To do this, we need two observations about the CMC
formulation:
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1. The CMC-reduced phase space can be identified with the gauge orbits
of conformal diffeomorphisms. After all, Teichmu¨ller space, the reduced
configuration space, can be obtained as the equivalence classes of spatial
metrics modulus diffeomorphisms5 and conformal transformations.
2. There is a simple diffeomorphism- and Weyl-invariant phase space func-
tion, whose restriction to reduced phase space coincides with the York
Hamiltonian:
Vo =
∫
d2x
√
piab(gacgbd − 12gabgcd)picd
1
2
τ 2 − 2Λ . (74)
This suggests to consider the following dynamical system with first class
constraints
H(v) =
∫
d2x piab(Lvg)ab
D(ρ) =
∫
d2x ρ gabpi
ab,
(75)
and the time-dependent Hamiltonian
H˜York = Vo =
∫
d2x
√
piab(gacgbd − 12gabgcd)picd
1
2
τ 2 − 2Λ . (76)
The constraints H(v) are the familiar spatial diffeomorphism constraints,
while the constraints D(ρ) generate spatial conformal (or Weyl-) transfor-
mations:
δgab = {gab, D(ρ)} = ρ gab, δpiab = {piab, D(ρ)} = −ρ piab. (77)
The first property can be explicitly verified by imposing R[g;x) = 0, V =∫
d2x
√|g| = 1 as a gauge condition for the conformal transformations and
gauge-fixing the diffeomorphisms as we did in the previous subsection. Di-
rect construction then shows that the reduced phase space is conveniently
parametrized by the aforementioned Teichmu¨ller parameters τ1, τ2 and their
canonically conjugate momenta p1, p2.
To verify the second property, we first notice that H˜York is diffeomor-
phism invariant, because it is a density of weight one integrated over a com-
pact space without boundary and depends solely on gab, pi
ab. Conformal in-
variance can be verified by checking the Poisson bracket {H˜York, D(ρ)} = 0.
5We will be mostly concerned with small diffeomorphisms, i.e. those diffeomorphisms
that are connected to the identity diffeomorphism. Invariance under large diffeomorphisms,
or modular invariance, is however preserved.
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Direct insertion of the parametrization of reduced phase space then verifies
that H˜York coincides with HYork on reduced phase space. We thus have
a gauge theory of spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial Weyl-transformations
that can be gauge-fixed in such a way that it completely coincides with the
ADM-description of gravity in CMC gauge. The observables of this gauge
theory can be identified with smooth functions of τ1, τ2, p1, p2. The second
property then implies that the evolution of observables coincides with the
CMC evolution of ADM observables6. This means that all observable pre-
dictions of the conformal gauge theory coincide with predictions for ADM
observables. We can thus say conformal gauge theory describes the same
classical physics as ADM gravity, since all objective predictions about the
system must be stated in terms of observables. Moreover, given any solution
(τ1, τ2, p1, p2)(τ) of the conofrmal gauge theory, we find the equivalent CMC
solution by reinterpreting τ = gabpi
ab√
|g| and setting the volume to its on-shell
value V = Vo(τ1, τ2, p1, p2; τ).
The 2+1 torus allows for another simplification: So far, we have simply
used the York-Hamiltonian, which depends on a dimensionful external time
variable τ . This time-dependence is however only an overall multiplicative
factor (1
2
τ 2 − 2Λ)− 12 and can thus be removed by a reparametrization of the
time variable with global lapse N =
√
1
2
τ 2 − 2Λ. The relation of the new
time variable t and York time τ is given by
t = ln
(
τ + sgn(τ)
√
τ 2 − 16Λτ 2o
2τo
)
, (78)
where τo denotes an arbitrary, but fixed initial value of York time. This
reparametrization yields the time-independent shape dynamics Hamiltonian
HSD =
∫
d2x
√
piab(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)picd. (79)
This Hamiltonian generates an autonomous dynamics of shapes, i.e. a time-
independent dynamics on Teichmu¨ller space. This dynamics is a geodesic
dynamics on Teichmu¨ller space. It is thus convenient to define Shape Dy-
namics on the 2+1 torus as a gauge theory with the first class constraints
(75) and Hamiltonian (79).
6Dirac observables of the ADM system are usually required to Poisson commute with
all Hamilton constraints. CMC evolution of ADM observables is then defined as the York-
time dependence of Dirac observables when CMC gauge is imposed.
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6.3 Effective Field Theory
Gauge symmetries play an important role in effective field theory, which
we will outline in the next section. The simplicity of the 2+1 torus allows a
more direct approach based on a particular interpretation of causal dynamical
triangulations (CDT).
Causal dynamical triangulations are often presented as a discretized path
integral approach to the Wick-rotated Einstein-Hilbert action. It posses a
preferred foliation, which provides the time variable that is thought to be
Wick rotated. CDT is however, at the most basic level, a statistical mechan-
ical model of spacetime geometry with a preferred foliation. The hypothesis
underlaying CDT is that the continuum limit of the model contains a phase
that is effectively described by General Relativity or Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity.
Analytic results pertaining to CDT in more than 1+1 dimensions are limited,
but CDT is successfully tested using numerical simulations.
Recently, CDT simulations of the 2+1 torus have tested the evolution
of volume and shape degrees of freedom [11, 10]. A quick summary of the
results is as follows:
1. The average trajectory in Teichmu¨ller space is numerically consistent
with a continuum evolution generated by HSD.
2. The average evolution of the volume is not consistent general covari-
ance. This is related to the wrong sign in the kinetic term of the
conformal mode.
At first sight, the second result seems to suggest that the CDT simulations
favor a non-covariant generalization of General Relativity, such as Horˇava–
Lifshitz gravity. However, if we interpret the preferred foliation as York
time slicing and adapt the shape dynamics interpretation that the conformal
mode is pure gauge, then the results are completely consistent with gravity.
Moreover, the preferred foliation in CDT seems to coincide York time slicing
and thus to coincide with the preferred foliation of shape dynamics. One can
thus argue that CDT dynamically selects the Shape Dynamics description of
gravity.
Notice, that the conformal mode problem is completely avoided in Shape
Dynamics. The conformal factor is pure gauge in Shape Dynamics. The
only place where the conformal mode plays a role is in the reinterpretation
of a Shape Dynamics trajectory in terms of spacetime geometry, because the
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translation into the spacetime picture requires that we pick the conformal
factor that solves the Lichnerowicz–York equation.
It is definitely premature to call this observation evidence for the conjec-
ture that CDT data should be interpreted as Shape Dynamics trajectories,
because pure gravity on the torus in 2+1 dimensions is a very special dynam-
ical system. It is nevertheless an interesting example that illustrates the fact
that the spatial conformal ontology of Shape Dynamics and the spacetime
ontology of General Relativity may yield different effective field theories by
interpreting the predictions of a model differently.
7 Effective Filed Theory
We saw that Shape Dynamics provides a description of gravitational dynam-
ics as dynamical theory of the spatial conformal geometry, but, so far, the
emphasis has been on the fact that classical Shape Dynamics is, at least
locally, indistinguishable from the ADM description. This mere change in
view–point, although it may aid the investigation of certain questions about
classical gravity, may be of very limited interest for the discussion of classi-
cal gravity, because one can in principle work out any problem in classical
gravity using the ADM description.
I will argue now that this shift in view–point may provide valuable in-
sights which could help the systematic search for quantum gravity. The
two obvious points are that the Shape Dynamics description solves two very
difficult and entangled problems of canonical quantum gravity and replaces
them with one systematically attackable problem: These problems are (1)
the problem of gauge–invariance is simplified by identifying the conformal
geometry as the physical components of the gravitational field and (2) the
problem of time is solved, since the Shape Dynamics description posses a
physical Hamiltonian. The condensed problem of quantizing the Shape Dy-
namics description is to find a quantum operator that generates a dynamics
that can be identified with the dynamics generated by the Shape Dynamics
Hamiltonian in a sensible semiclassical limit.
Before I will come back to how this problem may be attacked in the Loop
Quantum Gravity and polymer quantization framework, I will consider the
standard effective field theory interpretation of te fact that gravity can be
described through Shape Dynamics.
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7.1 Shape Dynamics theory space
Path–integrals can be used to define quantum field theories, but this defi-
nition is, with very few exceptions, only formal, because the path–integral
itself is, with very few exceptions, ill-defined and requires regularization (in
the form of a cut-off at a high–energy scale Λ). The subsequent removal
of the regulator (i.e. the limit Λ → ∞) requires in general renormalization
“flow” of the action. The modern view of quantum field theory is based on
the Kadanoff-Wilson picture of renormalization and describes quantum field
theories a renormalization–group trajectory of flowing effective actions (for
a review see appendix A in [33]). A fundamental quantum field theory is, in
the Kadanoff-Wilson picture, a complete renormalization group trajectory,
i.e. a one–parameter family of effective actions that can be extended to all
values of the cut–off Λ, so the cut–off can be removed.
A very important concept in this framework is the so–called “theory
space,” which is the space of action functionals on which the renormaliza-
tion group equation is defined. A simple explanation of “theory space” can
be given in the exact renormalization group framework, which I will briefly
explain using the renormalization group equation that is satisfied by the
effective average action Γk[φ], which is an interpolation between a bare ac-
tion S = ΓΛ, in the limit Λ → ∞, and the generating functional for the
one–particle irreducible Green’s functions Γ[φ] in the limit k → 0. Its renor-
malization group flow is governed by Wetterich’s equation
k∂kΓk[φ] =
1
2
STr
(
k∂kRk
Γ
(2)
k +Rk
)
, (80)
where φ runs over the fields over which the path integral performed and Rk
denotes a scale–dependent mass terms, which gives modes with wavelength
longer than k−1 an effective mass of order k2 and vanishes effectively for
short wavelength modes and where Γ
(2)
k denotes the second variation of Γk
w.r.t. φ. We can thus replace the evaluation of path–integrals with finding
solutions Γk to (80) with initial condition S = ΓΛ at k = Λ and evaluating
Γk=0. In other words: the definition of the path integral can be entirely
based on the renormalization group equation (80) of effective field theories,
one never needs a path–integral. Moreover, the renormalization group allows
one to study effective field theories without ever using an initial condition S;
instead the logic is usually reversed and the renormalization group equation
is used as a tool in the search for critical bare actions S.
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Using this renormalization–group approach reveals the first ingredient for
the theory space: the left and right–hand side of (80) are functionals of the
fields φ. Moreover, all physical symmetry requirements, which when imposed
on Γk are implied on the RHS of (80) are preserved by the renormalization
group flow. Hence, the theory space contains functionals of the fields φ that
are invariant under these symmetries.
It is in general not possible to choose the regulator term Rk to preserve
gauge–symmetry, so gauge–invariance can not be directly imposed on the-
ory space. Instead, gauge–invariance implies complicated (modified) BRS
Ward–identities Wk(Γk) = 0, which acquire modification terms7 due to the
transformation properties of the regulator8. However, it follows from the
structure of (80) that the modified Ward–identities flow as
k∂kWk = −1
2
GABk (k∂kR
AB
k )G
CD
k
δ2Wk
δφB δφD
, (81)
where A,B,C,D denote DeWitt–indices and where Gk = (Γ
(2)
k + Rk)
−1 de-
notes the full (field–dependent) propagator (for a review see [15]). The flow
equation for the modified Ward–identities tells us that the modified Ward–
identities Wk(Γk) = 0 are preserved by RG-flow. This reveals the second
ingredient for the theory space: The space of effective action functionals is
restricted to the solutions to the modified Ward–identities. The usual ef-
fective action Γ = Γk=0 satisfies Wk=0(Γ) = 0. In a semiclassical limit,
this equation turns into the statement that Γ is BRST–invariant plus O(~)
corrections.
We will now assume that we use this effective field theory framework for
quantum Shape Dynamics. For this we do not assume a bare action and
thus not a bare Hamiltonian. Instead, we assume the renormalization group
equation (80) and the gauge symmetries of Shape Dynamics. We encode
these in the BRST–charge
ΩSD =
∫
d3x
(
ηpi + ηagacpi
cd
;d + η
bηa,bPa +
1
2
ηaη,aP
)
. (82)
7These modification terms are important for the discussion of anomalies: They tell us
how non–gauge symmetric ΓΛ has to be chosen to ensure that the effective action Γ0 has
gauge–symmetry. If one chooses the bare action S = limΛ→∞ ΓΛ to have gauge symmetry
then one violates in general WΛ(ΓΛ) = 0 and the effective action Γ will posses anomalous
terms.
8The Slavnov-Taylor–identities are also complicated by the transformation properties
of the regulator.
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Assuming a BRST–invariant bare measure, one can assume an explicit form
for the regulator and use this charge and the to derive a modified Ward–
identityWSDk (Γk) = 0. We now solve the path–integral by evolving an initial
condition ΓΛ = S with the renormalization group equation to the standard
effective action Γ at k = 0. Since the regulator term vanishes at k = 0,
it follows that Γ satisfies a standard Ward–identity WSD(Γ) = 0, which is
stating that the vacuum expectation value of a BRS variation vanishes. In a
semiclassical regime, where the vacuum expectation values can be replaced
with the field values plus corrections of order ~, we thus find
δSDBRS Γ = O(~). (83)
I.e. in a semiclassical limit, the effective action is invariant under the BRST–
transformations δSDBRST f = {f,ΩSD}. This means that the semicalssical limit
of a quantum Shape Dynamics theory posses the BRST–manifestation of
spatial diffeomorphism– and spatial Weyl–symmetry if it is constructed in the
way I described here. Notice, that I did not use the standard path–integral
prescription based in a BRST–invariant bare action, but that I required an
initial condition ΓΛ for the renormalization group evolution that satisfies
a modified Ward–identity, which ensures that the standard Ward–identity
WSD(Γ) holds for the effective action Γ.
The renormalization group equation (80) can be used as a tool in the
systematic search for asymptotically safe theories, which are candidates for
fundamental field theories. The notion of asymptotic safety was introduced
by Weinberg in [39] as a generalization of asymptotic freedom in the con-
text of the search for quantum gravity. He called a (1) fundamental and (2)
predictive field theory asymptotically safe. In the renormalization group ap-
proach these conditions are satisfied by a fixed point of the renormalization
group with a finite dimensional critical manifold. This is because a renormal-
ization group trajectory can be extended to arbitrary cut–off values Λ if it
ends in a fixed point, so it is fundamental. Moreover, the number of coupling
constants that are relevant IR–deformations of the fixed point action is the
dimension of the critical manifold, so a finite dimensional critical manifold
implies a predictive theory.
The search for a physically acceptable gravitational fixed point action is
an ongoing research program and is currently based on a theory space whose
field content contains the spacetime metric and whose gauge–symmetries are
spacetime diffemorphisms. The precise definition of this theory space is very
important in the search for a fixed point action.
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Shape Dynamics posses a non–local Hamiltonian and a different theory
space; its field content is the spatial metric and its gauge–symmetries are spa-
tial conformal diffeomorphisms. A systematic search for a physically accept-
able fixed point in the Shape Dynamics theory space has not been performed
so far and it could be that the fixed point structure changes significantly due
to the different structure of the theory space.
7.2 Loop Quantization of SD
The most advanced canonical approach to quantum gravity is Loop Quan-
tum Gravity [37, 38]. I call Loop Quantum Gravity most advanced, because
it starts with a mathematically rigorous Hilbert space and representation of
the kinematic constraints. A major open problem in the Loop Quantization
program is finding a physically acceptable quantization of the Hamilton con-
straints for pure gravity. This is in part due to the fact that the canonical ac-
tion of the scalar constraints does, unlike the kinematic constraints, not admit
a simple geometric interpretation of the generated gauge–transformations.
These problematic scalar constraints are replaced by spatial conformal con-
straints in the Shape Dynamics formulation of gravity, which posses a simple
geometric interpretation.
Let us start the Loop Quantization program with considering classical
Shape Dynamics in Ashtekar variables. We start with extrinsic curvature
variables, consisting of densitized inverse triads Eai and extrinsic curvature
Kia. These are related to the metric variables trough
gab = |E|EiaEjbδij, piab =
EakE
d
l δ
kl
2|E|
(
Kicδ
b
d −Kidδbc
)
Eci . (84)
This description has in addition to the scalar and diffeomorphism constraints
also internal rotation constraints G(λ); the full set of constraints for the
Shape Dynamics description of gravity in these variables is
G(λ) =
∫
d3xλi ij
kKjaE
a
k
H(v) =
∫
d3xKaa(LvE)ai
C(ρ) =
∫
d3x ρ
(
KiaE
a
i − 23τ
√|E|) , (85)
where τ denotes York time. Let us denote the solution to the Lichnerowicz-
York equation (44) by Ωo[K,E;x), where we insert the definition (84) into
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(44). This allows us to write the physical Hamiltonian as the conformal York
Hamiltonian as
HSD =
∫
d3x
√
|E|Ω6o[K,E]. (86)
We will now use a canonical transformation generated by the generating
functional
F =
∫
d3x
(
βKiaE˜
a
i + E˜
a
i Γ
i
a(E˜)
)
, (87)
where tilde denotes the transformed variable, β the Immirzi parameter and
Γia(E) the spin connection expressed as a function of the densitized inverse
triad, to transform this system to Ashtekar variables. This leads to the
canonical transformation
A˜ia = βK
i
a + Γ
i
a(E˜), E˜
j
b =
Ejb
β
, (88)
where A˜ia denotes the components of the Ashtekar connection and E˜
j
b the
rescaled densitized inverse triad9. After integration by parts, one finds that
the diffeomorphism constraint takes a simple form and that the internal
rotation constraint G(λ) turns into the Gauss constraint for the Ashtekar
connection:
G(λ) =
∫
d3xλiD˜aE˜
a
i
H(v) =
∫
d3x A˜ia(LvE˜)ai ,
(89)
where D˜a denotes the Ashtekar covariant derivative, so D˜aE
a
i = E˜
a
i,a +
ijkA˜
j
aE˜
a
k . Unfortunately, the conformal constraints take a very complicated
form after the canonical transformation
C(ρ) =
∫
d3x ρ
(
(A˜ia − Γia(E˜))E˜ai −
2
3
τβ−3/2
√
|E˜|
)
. (90)
This expression depends nonlinearly on the E˜ai , which are the Ashtekar mo-
mentum variables, which points to a serious challenge in the quantization of
the conformal constraints. A direct calculation reveals the conformal trans-
formation properties of the Ashtekar connection
A˜ia → e−4φA˜ia + (1− e−4φΓ˜ia(E˜) + 2ijk(E˜−1)jaE˜bkφ,b, (91)
9Notice that many authors do not perform this canonical transformation, but use the
unscaled densitized inverse triad, which leads to a rescaling of the canonical Poisson bracket
by a factor of β.
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which explicitly shows that the conformal transformations can not be quan-
tized as vector fields on the Ashtekar configuration space (i.e. the quantum
completion of the space of field configurations of the Ashtekar connection).
I will now describe an attempt to Loop Quantize the Shape Dynamics
description of gravity; a more detailed account which will soon appear. This
program consists of three steps.
Step 1: Kinematic Loop Quantization This first is precisely what
is done in textbook Loop Quantum Gravity. I will not repeat the entire
program here, but only summarize essential features of this program that
are important for the presentation here:
1. The kinematic Hilbert space of Loop Quantum gravity is the space of
gauge- and diffeomorphism-invraint functionals of the Ashtekar connec-
tion, that are square–integrable w.r.t. a group average obtained from
the Ashtekar-Isham-Lewandowski measure. This Hilbert space has a
basis given by diffeomorphism classes of spin–network functions of the
Ashtekar connection.
2. The standard interpretation of geometric operators provides the fol-
lowing geometric interpretation of the spin–network functions: The
spin labels on edges of the spin–network represent quanta of area for
transversing surfaces and the intertwiner labels at the vertices of the
spin–network functions represent quanta of volume for surrounding re-
gions and quanta of angles between surfaces that intersect at the vertex.
3. Spin–network functions are in a sense eigenfunctions of spatial geome-
try. More precisely: specifying a complete set of allowed area and vol-
ume quantum numbers and additionally allowed angle quantum num-
bers for a maximal commuting set of angle operators completely de-
termines a spin–network function that is a simultaneous eigenfunction
of the area- volume- and angle- operators with the respective allowed
eigenvalues.
4. One important fact is that angle operators do not commute with each
other; their algebra does not even close among themselves, because the
commutator of two angle operators contains in general terms propor-
tional to a volume operator. This is related to the choice of recoupling
basis.
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Step 2: Conformal Moduli The conformal transformation properties
of the Ashtekar connection (91) makes it hopeless to quantize the generators
of conformal transformations directly. Fortunately the situation is saved by
geometry: On the one hand there is a clear interpretation of spatial conformal
transformations in terms of spatial geometry. Loop Quantum Gravity on the
other hand provides a standard interpretation of complete basis (the spin–
network functions) in terms of spatial geometry.
We observe classically that conformal transformations change any non–
vanishing area to any other non–vanishing area and any non–vanishing vol-
ume to any other non–vanishing volume, while vanishing areas and volumes
and all local angles are left invariant by conformal transformations. More-
over, two classical geometries, that agree for all angles and differ only for
some non–vanishing areas and volumes, are representatives of the same con-
formal geometry. These two classical geometries are thus identified with the
same classical state in Shape Dynamics.
The quantum analogue of this classical statement is to identify quantum
states that agree in all quantum numbers except for some non–vanishing area
and volume quantum numbers as the same physical state. This suggests
to solve the quantum conformal constraints by quotienting this equivalence
relation. We sketch the program as follows:
1. We use that spin–networks on different graphs are orthogonal, so we
can consider each diffeomorphism class graphs separately. On each
graph, we denote the number of edges by n and the number of vertices
by m, we choose a recoupling basis that diagonalizes the m distinct
volume operators. The spin–network functions are now given by
|[γ]; j1, ..., jn;V1, ...Vm; k1, ...kl〉 , (92)
where [γ] denotes the diffeomorphism orbit of a graph γ, j1, ..., jn de-
notes the n distinct area quantum numbers, V1, ..., Vm denotes the m
distinct volume quantum numbers and where k1, .., kl denotes the in-
tertwiner labels that are independent of the volume10.
2. Two states that disagree on any quantum label [γ]; j1, ..., jn;V1, ...Vm; k1, ...kl
are orthogonal in the Loop Quantum Gravity Hilbert space. We can
10An additional redundancy, which I do not consider here, in this representation is
due to graph automorphisms. The solution to the diffeomorphism constraint requires
additional permutation symmetries between the labels j1, ..., jn;V1, ...Vm; k1, ...kl when [γ]
has a nontrivial automorphism group.
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therefore build equivalence classes of the form
|[γ]; j1, ..., jn;V1, ...Vm; k1, ...kl〉 ∼ |[γ]; j′1, ..., j′n;V ′1, ...V ′m; k1, ...kl〉 ,
(93)
where we require j′i = 0 iff ji = 0 and V
′
r = 0 if Vr = 0. Orthogonality
allows us to induce an inner product for the Loop Quantum Gravity in-
ner product by fixing a unique representative |[γ]; j1, ..., jn;V1, ...Vm; k1, ...kl〉
in each equivalence class and using this unique representative in place
of the elements of the equivalence class.
3. For the procedure to be well defined, we need to construct a commuting
set of operators K1, ..., Kl that commute with all volume operators for
each [γ]. I can construct these operators for simple [γ], but I have not
found a general construction prescription for this set of operators yet.
Step 3: Effective Dynamics So far, I presented a program for the
construction of the physical Hilbert space for pure Loop Quantum Shape
Dynamics. This by itself constitutes progress compared to the standard de-
scription of Loop Quantum Gravity. The implementation of a physically
acceptable dynamics is however a wide open problem. This is due to the
complicated non–local form of the Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian, which ob-
structs direct quantization efforts. This suggests to take an effective field
theory approach and to perform a systematic search. For this one needs in-
vestigate the semiclassical behavior of trial Hamiltonians and refine the trial
Hamiltonians until a physically acceptable candidate is found.
7.3 Opportunities for non–standard quantization pro-
grams
The reason for the successful kinematic quantization of Loop Quantum Grav-
ity can be traced to the use of a non–Fock representation of a non–canonical
commutation relations constructed from a diffeomorphism–invariant vacuum
vector. In light of this success, one expects that much progress in the quan-
tization of Shape Dynamics could be made if one where able to construct a
non–Fock representation based on vacuum vector that is diffeomorphism and
conformally invariant.
To illustrate this possibility, I will describe the essential features of the
operator algebra and GNS–functional used in Loop Quantization.
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1. The operator algebra Ao that underlies Loop Quantum Gravity is a
completion of the algebra of finite sums of ordered pairs of the form
a =
∑
i
fi(A)Gi, (94)
where the functions fi(A) are continuous functions on the quantum
configuration space (i.e. a particular topological completion of the
space of Ashtekar connections) and the Gi are elements of the group
of Weyl–transformations on the quantum configuration space. The
product is defined as the pointwise product between the fi(A) and
the group product between the Gi and the non–canonical commuta-
tion relations G−1i f(A)Gi := f(TiA), where Ti denotes the action of a
Weyl–transformation on the quantum configuration space. The involu-
tion is defined as complex conjugation of the fi(A) and group inversion
of the Gi.
2. A linear functional on the operator algebra generated by the finite sums
a ∈ Ao is defined through
ω(a) =
∑
i
∫
dµAIL(A)fi(A), (95)
where dµAIL(A) denotes the Ashtekar-Isham-Lewandowski measure. It
can be shown that ω(a∗a) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ Ao, so ω can be used to
perform the GNS construction.
3. The GNS–representation pi : Ao → B(H) on the GNS–Hilbert space
H constructed form ω has a diffeomorphism–invariant cyclic vector Ω
with ω(a) = 〈Ω, pi(a)Ω〉, which turns out to be an eigenstate of spa-
tial geometry, which represents the completely degenerate geometry.
The GNS–Hilbert space has a basis spanned by spin–network func-
tions, which are eigenstates of quantum geometry and are mutually
orthogonal.
4. An important feature of the GNS–functional ω is that it is invariant
under the pull–back action of spatial diffeomorphisms. This allows one
to implement the pull–back action of spatial diffeomorphisms as unitary
transformations, which is one of the great successes of kinematic Loop
Quantization.
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A similar approach can be used to construct “polymer quantization” of
geometrodynamics with a vacuum state that is invariant under the pull–back
action of spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial conformal transformations. The
operator algebra is constructed as follows:
For each bounded functional of the metric F [g], we define an operator Fˆ [g]
and for each real symmetric 2-tensor field fab we define an operator W (f).
The product is defined through
F̂1[g]F̂2[g] = F̂1f2[g], W (f1)W (f2) = W (f1 + f2) (96)
and the canonical commutation relations
W [−f ]Fˆ [g]W [f ] = Fˆ [g + f ]. (97)
We require that the unit functional Fe : g 7→ 1 is quantized as the unit
operator and that W [f ≡ 0] is quantized as the unit operator. The involution
is defined through
Fˆ [g]∗ = Fˆ [g], W [f ]∗ = W [−f ]. (98)
This defines an operator algebra Ao for geometrodynamics, in which the
W [f ] are interpreted as the Weyl operators W [f ] = exp(i
∫
d3x fabpˆi
ab), as
the finite sums or ordered pairs
a =
n∑
i=1
Fˆi[g]W [fi]. (99)
On this algebra, we define the linear functional
ω(a) =
n∑
i=1
δ[fi]F [g ≡ 0], (100)
where δ[fi] = 1 when fi ≡ 0 and vanishes otherwise. Direct calculation
assuming w/o.l.o.g. that each fi occurs at most in one summand in a shows
ω(a∗a) =
∑
i
||Fi[fi]||2 ≥ 0, (101)
so ω can be used to perform the GNS–construction. The GNS–representation
pi : Ao → B(H) on the GNS–Hilbert space H has a cyclic vector Ω which is
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an eigenstate of spatial geometry associated with the completely degenerate
geometry and ω(a) = 〈Ω, pi(a)Ω〉. A basis of H is given by pi(W (f))Ω, which
are eigenstates of spatial geometry with metric fab and are mutually orthog-
onal. Moreover, the vacuum is invariant under spatial diffeomorphisms and
spatial conformal transformations, which is the prerequisite to implement the
pull-backs under diffeomorphisms and conformal transformations as unitary
operators.
This quantization program is not completed. But if it was successfully
completed, one would have a Hilbert–space with unitary representation of
the diffeomorphisms and conformal transformations and one can attack the
problem of quantizing the dynamics. This problem may be aided by the
observation that we made before: Given the conformal gauge–fixing condition
described in section 5.3, we found an explicit expression for the Hamiltonian.
The aiding idea is to first quantize this simple expression and to implement
conformal invariance subsequently, e.g. through group averaging.
7.4 Local effective Field Theories (Modified SD)
We saw that all current approaches to quantize Shape Dynamics are incom-
plete and it may turn out that they will never be completed. However, even
in absence of a fundamental quantum theory, one can consider effective mod-
ified gravity theories motivated by Shape Dynamics. A particular source for
inspiration is the derivative expansion of Shape Dynamics, which is based
on the observation that the solution Ω to the Lichnerowicz-York equation
Ω7(8∆ − R)Ω = TΩ12 −M can be obtained analytically if the initial data
satisfies
σabσ
b
a
|g| (x) = const., R[g, x) = 0. (102)
The second condition can actually be weakened to R[g, x) = const., but I
will abstain from this generality for now, because the scalar curvature con-
tains spatial derivatives and I seek an expansion in the number of spatial
derivatives. To do this, I write the Lichnerowicz-York equation as
Ω7(8∆−R)Ω = TΩ12 −M (103)
where I introduced the counting parameter
√
 which keeps track of the
number spatial derivatives. Next, I expand Ω as a series in  around the
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analytic solution Ωo:
Ω = Ωo +
∞∑
n=1
nΩn. (104)
This expansion obviously truncates after Ωo if the initial data satisfies the
homogeneity conditions in equation (102). One can thus see the derivative
expansion based on equation (103) and the ansatz (104) as a perturbation
around data that satisfies the homogeneity conditions of (102).
Inserting the ansatz (104) into equation (103) allows me to solve the
order of n for Ωn, because Ωn appears only on the RHS and only in the term
nΩn−1o Ωn. More precisely, by comparing the coefficients of 
n on the left- and
right hand side, I find
0 = T Ω12o −M
Ω7o(8∆−R)Ωo = 12T Ω11o Ω1
LHSn(Ωo, ...,Ω−1, 8∆−R) = 12T Ω11o +RHSn(Ωo, ...,Ωn−1, T ),
(105)
where LHSn and RHSn are obtained by comparing the coefficients of 
n.
The solution to this tower of recursive equations is
Ωo =
(
M
T
) 1
12
Ω1 = (12TΩ
4
o)
−1(8∆−R)Ωo
Ωn =
LHSn−RHSn
12TΩ11o
,
(106)
so Ω1 =
1
12T
(
T
M
) 1
3 (8∆−R) (M
T
) 1
12 .
This allows me to write the Hamiltonian H =
∫
d3x
√|h|Ω6 as a series in
; the first orders are
H =
∫
d3x
√|g| (Ω6o +  6Ω5oΩ1 + 2 (15Ω4oΩ21 + 6Ω5oΩ2) +O(3)) . (107)
For the zeroth and first order of the Hamiltonian, I obtain the explicit ex-
pression as
H =
∫
d3x
√
|g|
(√
M
T
+ 
1
2T
(
M
T
) 1
12
(8∆−R)
(
M
T
) 1
12
)
+O(2) (108)
It is important to notice that, expect for the first order, no finite truncation of
the derivative expansion is strictly conformally invariant. The truncations are
rather conformally invariant up to spatial derivatives beyond the truncation.
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It is however not difficult to look at the truncation in equation (108) and
change the second order term in a way that makes it conformally invariant
by replacing it with f(T )CS(Γ[g]), where CS(Γ) denotes the Chern-Simons
density functional of the Christoffel connection and f an arbitrary function,
this leads to a local modified Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian
Hmod =
∫
d3x
(√
M
T
+ f(T )CS(Γ[g]) + ...
)
, (109)
where ... stands for further modifications. An interesting feature of Hmod is
that it coincides with the un–modified Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian when
(102) is satisfied and that the potential CS(Γ[g]) vanishes when gab is con-
formally flat. These two features make the modifications hard to detect
experimentally.
7.5 Applications of SD
The conformal symmetry of Shape Dynamics presents a new perspective for
some problems in gravity.
7.5.1 Problem of Time in SD
An important problem in canonical quantum gravity is the problem of time
(see e.g. [1] for an extensive review). This is due to the fact that time
evolution and gauge–invariance are entangled in the ADM formulation of
gravity. This entanglement is encoded in the ADM constraint algebra, which
I repeat here
{H(v1), H(v2)} = H([v1, v2])
{H(v), S(N)} = S(LvN)
{S(N1), S(N2)} = H(N1∇N2 −N2∇N1),
(110)
and the fact that the scalar constraints S(N) play a dual role: serving on
the one hand a generators of refoliations (gauge transformations) and on the
other hand as generators of dynamics. This is complicated by the fact that
one can not simply choose a single scalar constraint, say S(N ≡ 1), and
reinterpret it as a physical Hamiltonian rather than a constraint, because
closure of the constraint algebra combined with linearity and {H(v), S(N)} =
S(LvN) implies that all scalar S(N) are constraints. This is a serious problem
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in canonical quantum gravity, because Dirac quantization requires the wave
function of the universe to be annihilated by all constraints, so no time–
evolution can occur in the quantum theory.
Shape Dynamics cleanly disentangles gauge–invariance from evolution:
The constraints generate spatial diffeomorphisms and conformal transforma-
tions and the system is evolved with a physical Hamiltonian. Dirac quanti-
zation of the Shape Dynamics description of gravity thus requires that the
wave function of the universe is annihilated by the generators of spatial dif-
feomorphisms and conformal transformations and the wave function evolves
with a physical Hamiltonian. The problem of time is avoided; the price for
this is the complicated form of the Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian.
7.5.2 Shape Dynamics interpretation of holographic renormaliza-
tion
The bulk-bulk equivalence of a gravitational theory (General Relativity)
and a conformal theory (Shape Dynamics) is similar to familiar the bulk-
boundary duality of the very familiar AdS/CFT framework of [31, 40]. Some
aspects of the AdS/CFT framework can be understood as a boundary mani-
festation of the bulk-bulk equivalence between General Relativity and Shape
Dynamics using the notion of the duality established in [14].
Asymptotic Equivalence: The usual semiclassical holographic renormal-
ization is based on the near boundary expansion of the general solution to
Einstein’s equations when particular asymptotic boundary conditions are
imposed. A large number of the asymptotic boundary conditions (see e.g.
[13, 36] can be translated into ADM evolution with asymptotically homoge-
neous lapse N and with asymptotically vanishing shift ξ and with asymp-
totic homogeneity of mean extrinsic curvature pi√|g| and with asymtotically
homogeneous spatial scalar curvature R. This means in particular that the
ADM evolution is asymptotically in CMC–gauge, where the ADM evolution
equations coincide with the Shape Dynamics evolution equations, because
homogeneity of pi√|g| implies that the ADM data is CMC and the remaining
boundary conditions imply the CMC–lapse fixing equation(
∆−R1
4
〈pi〉2
)
N = const., (111)
which is solved by a homogeneous lapseN [22]. The boundary conditions thus
imply that the ADM evolution coincides with the Shape Dynamics evolution.
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One can thus view the asymptotic conformal symmetry as being the remnant
of the of the bulk conformal symmetry of Shape Dynamics.
The homogeneous lapse evolution is however only asymptotically a CMC
evolution. The homogeneous lapse evolution ceases to be CMC as soon as
any inhomogeneities (e.g. in R) enter in the lapse fixing equation. This is
why the bulk conformal symmetry of Shape Dynamics is not found in the
ADM evolution with homogeneous lapse.
Manifest Equivalence: Strong gravity (this is a regime where all spatial
derivatives can be neglected) is a neat example where the homogeneous lapse
propagates the CMC condition. One can see the equivalence explicitly by
comparing the ADM homogeneous lapse Hamiltonian
S(N ≡ 1) =
∫
d3x
(
piabGabcdpi
cd√|g| + 2Λ√|g|
)
≈ 0 (112)
on the ADM constraint surface, i.e. the surface S(x) = 〈S〉√|g|(x) where
the inhomogeneous ADM constraints are satisfied, with the volume constraint
form of the Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian
V −1
(∫
d3x
√
piab(gacgbd − 1
3
gabgcd)picd
)2
+
(
2Λ− 1
6
〈pi〉2
)
V ≈ 0. (113)
A different approach to see the manifest equivalence between Shape Dynam-
ics evolution and the homogeneous lapse evolution is to look at the first orders
in a large volume expansion of the volume constraint form of the Shape Dy-
namics Hamiltonian as in [18]. This can be used to investigate the large
volume regime in a spherical slicing of an asymptotically deSitter universe.
These first terms of the asymptotic Shape Dynamics Hamiltonian are in this
case
0 ≈
(
2Λ− 1
6
〈pi〉2
)
−
(
V0
V
)2/3
〈R˜〉+
(
V0
V
)2 ∫
Σ
d3x
σabσ
b
a√
g˜
+O
(
(
V
V0
)−8/3
)
,
(114)
where the quantities with tilde are evaluated in Yamabe gauge, i.e. the
conformal factor is gauged to satisfy R[e4φˆ;x) = 〈R〉. Direct inspection
shows that the leading orders of the large volume expansion coincide with the
large volume expansion of the ADM Hamiltonian with homogeneous lapse.
However, the sub–leading orders O
(
( V
V0
)−8/3
)
exhibit explicit differences,
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which again shows that the homogeneous lapse evolution in general ceases
to be CMC in the bulk and hence implies that the ADM homogeneous lapse
evolution ceases to manifestly coincide with the Shape Dynamics evolution.
Semiclassical Limit of Renormalization Evolution: There is an interesting
connection with holographic renormalization. We saw in section 7.1 that ex-
act renormalization group equations can be derived using a scale–dependent
mass term, which gives each mode of wavelength longer than the renormal-
ization scale k an effective mass term of order m2 = k2 while effectively
vanishing for shorter wavelength modes. This becomes an effective mass
term in the UV–limit of the renormalization group equation. A semicalssi-
cal approximation to the UV–limit of the renormalization group equation is
thus effectively the dynamics of a quadratic kinetic term, such as the kinetic
term in the ADM evolution with homogeneous–lapse. This provides a heuris-
tic explanation why gravitational dynamics should encode the UV–limit of
renormalization group flow if it where not for the indefinite sign of the De-
Witt supermetric Gabcd, which spoils the interpretation of the ADM kinetic
term as a renormalization group kernel Rk. This is where Shape Dynamics
provides an important insight, because the trace is pure gauge in Shape Dy-
namics. The kinetic term is positive semidefinite for physical (i.e. trace–free)
degrees of freedom and can thus be interpreted as a renormalization group
kernel for all physical degrees of freedom.
7.5.3 Shape Dynamics perspective on Conformal Mode
We just saw that the interpretation of gravitational dynamics as renormal-
ization group flow requires the identification of the trace degrees of freedom
as pure gauge, as it is in Shape Dynamics. This is only a special instant of
the general statement that there is no “wrong–sign” problem in gravity. The
Shape Dynamics description reveals that the kinetic term for the physical
degrees of freedom is positive semidefinite. The wrong sign appears only in
the pure gauge sector.
8 Summary
The basic observation that underlies the construction of Shape Dynamics
is very simple and generic: the same physical system can be accurately de-
scribed using many mathematical models. In particular gauge symmetries are
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not properties of the physical system, but of the description in terms of local
degrees of freedom. This fact allows one to trade one set of gauge symmetries
for another and in particular to trade the spacetime refoliation symmetry of
the ADM description of General Relativity for the spatial conformal symme-
try of Shape Dynamics. Gravity can thus be viewed as a dynamical theory
of spatial conformal geometry. This shift from spacetime geometry to spa-
tial conformal geometry opens new possibilities for quantum gravity. In this
contribution I discussed in particular:
1. Some results in quantum gravity may be reinterpreted in light of Shape
Dynamics. I showed this on the example of causal dynamical triangu-
lations of the torus in 2+1 dimensions: The spacetime interpretation
of Monte–Carlo simulations of causal dynamical triangulations of the
2+1 torus shows that the shape degrees of freedom evolve in according
to Einstein’s equations, but the spatial volume does not. Hence, the
Shape Dynamics interpretation of the simulations is that they are in
agreement with Einstein’s equations, while the spacetime interpretation
finds a mismatch with Einstein’s equations.
2. The Shape Dynamics description of gravity introduces a new theory
space for quantum gravity based on action functionals for the confor-
mal 3–geometry. This theory space is the same as the theory space for
low–energy Horrˇava-Lifshitz theory. The resulting effective gravity the-
ories are however quite different, because the Shape Dynamics ontology
assumes conformal symmetry also in the quantum theory through mod-
ified Ward–identities. The natural effective Shape Dynamics Hamilto-
nian is thus of the form (109).
3. One of the most promising approaches to quantum gravity is the Loop
Quantum Gravity program. An open problem in Loop Quantum Grav-
ity is the construction of a physically acceptable physical Hilbert space
for pure quantum gravity. The difficulty is due to the complicated
structure of the Hamilton constraints. It turns out that the conformal
constraints of Shape Dynamics are equally complicated. However, us-
ing the geometric understanding of conformal transformations, one can
find a heuristic quantization strategy for the conformal constraints and
is thus in principle able to construct a physical Hilbert for the Loop
Quantization of Shape Dynamics.
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4. An alternative quantization procedure, besides Loop– and Fock–quantization,
is polymer quantization in metric variables. Polymer quantization al-
lows the direct implementation of spatial diffeomorphisms and spatial
conformal transformations and thus allows one to construct the physical
Hilbert space for pure gravity. The complicated structure of the Shape
Dynamics Hamiltonian however obstructs efforts to directly quantize
it. Instead, systematic searches for Hamiltonians with physically ac-
ceptable low–energy limit will have to be undertaken.
5. Classical Shape Dynamics disentangles the problem of gauge invariance
(diffeomorphism and conformal symmetry) form dynamics (Shape Dy-
namics Hamiltonian). One can thus Dirac quantize Shape dynamics
without having to worry about the problem of time.
6. The bulk–bulk equivalence between a theory of spacetime geometry
(the standard description of General Relativity) and a conformal the-
ory of spatial geometry (the Shape Dynamics Description of General
Relativity) is very reminiscent of the bulk–boundary duality in the
AdS/CFT framework. It turns out in this context, that some as-
pects of semiclassical holographic renormalization correspondence can
be viewed as the consequence of the bulk–bulk equivalence. This is
particularly clear in the large volume limit of asymptotically deSitter
solutions.
The applications of the Shape Dynamics description of gravity go of course
beyond the topics discussed in this article, where I restricted myself to those
topics where at least partial results are obtained. There are many interesting
questions beyond the topics covered in this contribution. E.g. current re-
search is concerned with the investigation of the question whether there global
Shape Dynamics solutions, which are of course locally solutions to Einstein’s
equations, but which are not globally equivalent to solutions of Einstein’s
equations. This seems to be the case for the Einstein–Rosen bridge, which
is a vacuum solution for Shape Dynamics, but not the spacetime description
of General Relativity.
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